SOUTH ASIA SUMMER INTENSIVE LANGUAGE PROGRAMS AND FELLOWSHIP OPPORTUNITIES

FLAS Fellowships may be used at some of the programs below; many programs offer fellowship opportunities. Elementary level study with FLAS is not permitted, except for those with documented Advanced proficiency in one South Asian language.

American Institute for Sri Lankan Studies
Summer Program Website: http://www.aiuls.org/grants/language-instruction-grants/
Fellowships to study Sinhala, Pali, and Tamil (for summer study at other institutions)
Contact: John Rogers [rogersjohnd at aol.com]

American Institute of Indian Studies
(Various Sites in India)
Summer Program Website: http://www.indiastudies.org/language-programs/ or http://www.aiislanguageprograms.org/index.php
Languages offered: Bengali, Hindi, Malayalam, Marathi, Mughal Persian, Pali/Prakrit, Punjabi, Sanskrit, Telegu, Tamil, Urdu (instruction in other languages can be arranged, e.g., Kashmiri, Sindhi, Oriya and others)
Contact: aiis@uchicago.edu

Cornell University
Ithaca, New York
Summer Programs Website: https://www.sce.cornell.edu/ Language: Intensive Nepali (Elementary and Continuing levels)
Contact for further information: Kim Scott, kp16@cornell.edu

Critical Language Scholarships for Intensive Summer Institutes
U.S. Department Of State Bureau Of Educational And Cultural Affairs And the Council Of American Overseas Research Centers
Summer Program Website: http://clscholarship.org/>
Languages Funded: Bangla, Hindi, Persian, Punjabi, Urdu, and others (various overseas sites). This is a scholarship program that funds study at CAOR Centers such as AIIS.
Early deadline: November 15, 2017 for Summer 2018. Elementary to Advanced level study for all languages.

Georgetown University
Arabic and Persian Language Institute
Elementary, Intermediate, and Advanced Persian
South Asia Summer Language Institute
At the University of Wisconsin (Madison)
Summer Program Website: http://www.sasli.wisc.edu/
Languages offered: Bengali, Gujarati, Hindi, Malayalam, Marathi, Pashto, Sanskrit, Sinhala, Tamil, Telegu, Tibetan, and Urdu. (Languages offerings vary each summer.)
Elementary and Intermediate levels for above languages, plus Advanced for Hindi and Urdu.
Contact: sasli@southasia.wisc.edu

University of California (Berkeley)
Berkeley Summer Sessions
Summer Program Website: http://summer.berkeley.edu/courses/foreign-languages
Languages offered: Intermediate Persian.

University of Chicago
Summer Intensive Intermediate Persian
Summer Program Website: https://summerlanguages.uchicago.edu/page/summer-persian-2017
Languages offered: Intermediate Persian
FLAS Grant Available

University of Indiana at Bloomington
Summer Language Workshop (SWSEEL)
Summer Program Website: <http://www.indiana.edu/~swseel/languages/>
Languages: Elementary Persian and on-line Elementary Pashto.

University of Maryland
Persian Summer Institute
Summer Program Website: http://www.globalprofessionals.umd.edu/summer-language-institute/
Languages offered: Elementary, Intermediate and Advanced level Persian.

University of Virginia
Summer Hindi Language Program in New Delhi, India
Summer Program Website: http://artsandsciences.virginia.edu/soasia/SummerLanguageStudy.html
Languages offered: Intermediate Hindi

University of Wisconsin (Madison)
Arabic and Persian and Turkish Immersion Institute
Summer Program Website: http://aptlii.global.wisc.edu/
Languages offered: Elementary, Intermediate, and Advanced Persian
Contact: aptlii@iris.wisc.edu